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There are certain clothing rules that we all should follow – dress for the body

you have now (http://abbeypost.com/blog/plus-size-women-almost-always-

look-fantastic/), wear the silhouettes that look best on your figure, and wear

clothes that fit you properly. But there’s also some rules designed to make

plus size women look as small as possible, as if we could create an optical

illusion as powerful as the strongest shapewear. Too often, we think of plus
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size clothes as camouflage. We try to hide our hips

and bellies, but we end up hiding ourselves, while

fooling no one into thinking that we’re smaller than

we are.

In reality, we can look fantastic by breaking some

rules (http://www.blogher.com/plus-size-fashion-

four-rules-you-should-break).

Rule #1: Wear Black
Because It’s Slimming
Just think about the last party you attended, or the

last big meeting at work. Who did you notice? Was it the woman in a

nondescript black dress, or the woman in red? Red, right? And when you

looked at the bland black dress (never to be confused with a classic,

stunning black dress (http://abbeypost.com/blog/four-good-reasons-need-

black-dress-one-bad-reason/)), did you think, “wow, she looks so thin!”

Probably not, since black isn’t slimming (http://www.glamour.com/health-

fitness/blogs/vitamin-g/2011/05/body-image-why-wearing-black-m.html).

More likely you were too busy noticing how great the woman in the red

dress looked, and how much fun she seemed to be having.

Which of those women would rather be? The one who walks into a room

hoping that no one notices the size of her body? Or the one who walks in

wearing something that says, “Look at me and my fabulous outfit”?

Black can look fantastic, but a little black dress isn’t Photoshop. And you are

awesome the way you are, so why should you want to cover it up?
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Rule #2: Don’t Wear Horizontal
Stripes
The thinking behind this one is that horizontal stripes draw the eye along

that plane, so when people look at you, you’ll seem wider than you are. This

is nonsense because horizontal stripes don’t hypnotize people into thinking

that you’ve suddenly expanded in size.

I love the look of a plus size woman in horizontal stripes. Stripes may not be

everyone’s print of choice, but there’s no denying how exuberant they are.

Since this is such a common piece of bad advice, a woman who wears



horizontal stripes is clearly not someone who’s going to be pushed around

by anyone. It exudes confidence, and gives you a chance to have fun with

color combinations.

A quick way to look fashionable on casual days is a Breton top

(http://www.afterplumcake.com/2013/05/free-advice-breton-sweaters-

and.html) – also known as a French sailor’s shirt. It’s a classic look that’s all

about the horizontal stripes, and plus size clothes stores carry them for a

reason – they look as good on plus size women as they do on everyone

else.

Rule #3: Plus Size Women Can’t Wear
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Rule #3: Plus Size Women Can’t Wear
Body-Conscious Clothes
Skinny jeans and bandage dresses

(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/bandage-

dress) come in plus sizes, and for good reason. Body-conscious looks are

fitted, but they’re not constricting. You won’t look stuffed into skinny jeans

unless you’re wearing the wrong size. Yes, a bandage dress or other body

conscious dress will show off every lump and bump you’d rather hide. That’s

why we have shapewear (http://abbeypost.com/blog/top-10-best-plus-size-

shapewear/) – to create a smooth line under our clothes. Everyone needs to

wear shapewear under a slim-fitting dress, not just plus size women.
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Rule #4: Wear Shapewear All The
Time
Remember Big Sexy, the TLC show about “big sexy ladies” living in NYC?

One of the women was an aspiring plus size model and wore two

shapewear garments, one on top of the other. Every day. I have no idea how

she was able to breathe.

Unless you’re an aspiring model, you don’t need to wear shapewear every

day. It’s uncomfortable and bad for your health. If you;re wearing something

slim-fitting, then by all means, break out the shapewear. But if you’re wearing

anything with more ease than a bandage dress, then give yourself a break.

Rule #5: Hide Your Body With



Rule #5: Hide Your Body With
Oversized Clothes
You won’t find this rule in any magazine or on any website. It’s a rule that

many plus size women come to on their own. It’s a logical extension of the

other rules that tell us to hide our curves entirely. Plus, some of us haven’t

gotten over how easy plus size dressing was back in the 80s when

oversized clothing was in. If something fit properly, then it was too small. It

wasn’t flattering, but we could wear the same giant shirts as our friends.

But oversized clothing is out of fashion, and it was never a good look. When

a top or dress is too big, it looks shapeless. People looking at you know that

they’re mostly seeing extra fabric, but since your outfit doesn’t hint as where

your body ends and the extra fabric begins, you really do look bigger than

you are.

When you wear something that fits you well – showing off your curves

without clinging to them uncomfortably – you look fabulous. You look like

you’re exactly the size that you are (http://abbeypost.com/blog/plus-size-

women-almost-always-look-fantastic/) – which is perfect.
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The Only Rule That Really Counts: Be
You!
The secret to looking your best is to stop hiding. Stop trying to look as small

as possible. Instead, show off your assets – whether it’s great curves or

fantastic taste in clothes. You don’t deserve to be invisible.

You deserve to get noticed for how great you look, how smart you are, how

funny you are – and for everything else that’s wonderful about you.
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I spend a LOT of money on clothing being a plus size (14)

I also spend a lot of money on dry cleaning because I like to keep my

clothing looking new and tasteful. I wear a lot of color and jeans but

basically what ever I feel comfortable in. Plus size or not I like to always

look good.
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